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ABSTRACT 
The ordering of the immanants is considered, and a recently discovered dominance 
theorem is strengthened. 
If c is a complex-valued function with domain the symmetric group S,, 
then the generalized matrix function d, is defined by 
for each N x N matrix A = [aij]. Well-known examples are det (*), the 
determinant function, which is obtained by letting c be the Signum function, 
and per ( *), the permanent function, which arises if c(u) = 1 for each u E S,. 
The normalized function [c(e)] - Id, is denoted by zc. 
A nonincreasing sequence { 01~, ayz,. . . , ai} of positive integers is said to 
be a partition of N, denoted by (Y - N, if E:=1 (Y~ = N. For convenience we 
assume (Y,+ 1 = 0. The irreducible character of S, associated with (Y c-) N is 
denoted by x,. An immanant is a generalized matrix function d, where 
c = xol for some (Y - N. Often we write d, instead of dxa. 
There are many known inequalities involving the restriction of the im- 
manants to J&, the N X N positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices. The 
original result of this type was undoubtedly Schur’s 1908 result; see [l]. Schur 
showed that if a! = { lN} and fi - N, then za( A) < d,(A) for each A E XN. 
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Of course d,(A) = za( A) = det( A) f or each A. Hence det( *) is, in the above 
sense, the smallest of the immanants. A popular conjecture, which should be 
termed the permanental dominance conjecture for immanants, is that zO( A) 
< per(A) for each A E XN. 
Permanental dominance for various functions c, not necessarily characters 
of S,, has been the subject of many articles. For example Lieb (see [9]) 
showed that per(A) 2 d,(A) for each A E &, where c is the indicator 
function for any subgroup G of SN of the form S, @ S,_,. The author 
(see [lo]) showed that per(A) > d,(A) for each A E XN, where c is the 
indicator function for certain of the wreath products of the symmetric groups. 
Considerable interest in permanental dominance for immanants was 
aroused by the 1985 Merris-Watkins article [2]. In this article various im- 
manant dominance theorems are presented but, perhaps more importantly, a 
representation formula for immanants that is often useful in working out 
inequalities case by case is presented. 
The permanental dominance conjecture for immanants whose associate 
partitions have only two terms was proven by James and Liebeck. (See [3].) 
Hence, if i < N/2 and cr = {N - i, i}, then d,(A) < per(A) for each A E X,v. 
A more general result is obtained by the author in [4], where a version of the 
Soule’s conjecture is obtained for certain subspaces of the group algebra @KS,. 
The monoticity of the single-hook immanants-which, I believe, was 
originally conjectured by Merris (see [5])-was proved by Heyfron in [6]. A 
single-hook immanant is so called because the associated partition is of the 
form {N - i, li}, 0 < i < N - 1. Heyfron showed that if CY = {N - i, li} and 
fl = (N - i + 1, l’-‘1, where 1 < i < N - 1, then d,(A) < zD( A) for each 
AEX&,7. 
In [7] the author presents a very strong result, one which not only refines 
Schur’s inequality and implies Heyfron’s results, but also implies many of the 
other known inequalities involving immanants. To state this result we need to 
define an operation on partitions. Given cr = {or, oa, . . . , a,}, a partition of 
N, let k denote the smallest positive integer such that ok > (Yk+i. Such a k 
must exist, since we have assumed that o,+r = 0. We define the derived 
partition Q’ to be {or - 1, oy2 - 1,. . . , (Yk - 1, ak+l,. . . , a,, lk}. With 
respect to the node diagram of (Y we have simply removed the last column 
of dots and appended it to the first column. Our theorem is the following 
(See F71.1 
THEOREM 1. If CY - N then a,J A) 2 za,( A) for euch A E .?YN. 
Repeated application of this theorem produces descending chains of in- 
equalities, each terminating in the determinant function. For example, let 
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cx = (8, 6, 3’, 2”). Then (Y’ = (7, 6, 32, 22, l}, LY” = {S2, 32, 22, 12}, 
(Y(3) = (52, 32, 22, 14}, cJ4) = (42, 32, 22, P}, cY15) = (34, 22, P}, cJ6) = 
{26, 112}, and a! c7) = { 124}. Hence, 
for each A E &. To obtain the descending chain of single-hook immanants 
we merely set (Y = {N}. Then (Y’ = {N - 1, l}, cr” = {N - 2, 12}, etc. 
If 01 ++ N, then by F, we shall mean an empty array with or boxes or slots 
along the first row, o2 boxes along the second row, etc. If c : SN - G? and xi, 
x2,. . .> xi,7 are in V, a finite-dimensional complex inner-product space, then 
by c( x1 @ x2 @3 * * . @ rN) we mean C,,s,c(a)( x0-~(r) @ X,-I(~) @ * * * 03 
x~-I~~~). Elements of the form c( xi @x2 @ ** * 63 xN) are known as sym- 
metrized tensors in case c is a character of a subgroup of 3,. 
A long-standing problem was to find simple necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the symmetrized tensor x,( rl @ x2 @ * * * C3 xN) to be zero. 
Using results presented in [7], the author has obtained a solution to this 
problem. 
The vectors rl, x2,. . . , xN are said to conform to (Y if it is possible to fill 
the array F, with the vectors xi, x2, . . . , xN, one vector in each slot, so that 
the vectors in each column of the array are linearly independent. Our theorem 
[8], which was obtained independently by da Silva [ll], and which strengthens 
the 1988 theorem of C. Gamas [12], is the following: 
THEOREM 2. If (Y - N and yl, y2,. . . , yN are in V, a finite-dimensional 
compkx inner-product space, then x,( y1 8 y2 @ . . . @ yN) f 0 if and only if 
y1> y7,>. . . > yN conform to 0, 
Moreover, it is easy to show that x,( yr @ y2 @ . . . @J yN) f 0 if and only if 
d,( A) # 0, where A is the Gram matrix generated by yr, y2, . . . , yN. 
If (Y, /3 ,+ N, then we shall write a! < /3 if z,J A) < zP( A) for each A E XN. 
Moreover, if b, c E @S,, then we shall write b ,< c in case zb( A) < zC( A) for 
each A E XN. We wish to establish that Q is a partial ordering on the set of 
partitions of N. For this we need the following. 
LEMMA 1. If (Y, fl y N and CP > /3” with respect to lexicographic ordering 
(& and PC denote the respective conjugate partitions), then there exists A E XN 
such that d,(A) = 0 and d,(A) # 0. 
Proof. Let a’ = {nl, n2,. . . , n,), /3” = {m,, m2,. . . , m,}, and let 
{ ei}/& be an orthonormal basis for V. Let A denote the Gram matrix 
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generated by the sequence e,, es, . . . , em,, e,, ea, . . , e,,L, . . . , e,, ea, . . . , e “,,. 
Since the sequence e,, e2, . . . , em!, e,, e,, . . . , e,, ea, . . . , e,,,r clearly con- 
forms to 0, Theorem 2 in conjunction with the comments that follow Theorem 
2 implies that d,( A) # 0. 
Now let k denote the smallest positive integer such that nk > mk. Such a 
k must exist, since we have assumed that oC > p” with respect to lexico- 
graphic ordering. For 1 < j < k - 1 we must have nj = mj. If the sequence 
e,, e2,. . . , e,,,, q, e2,. . . , e+, . . . , e,, e2,. . . , en,” is to conform to cr, then 
the first column of F, must be filled with e,, e,, . . . , e ,,,,, the second with e,, 
e2,. . . , em,2, etc., through the (k - 1)st column. Upon reaching the kth 
column the remaining vectors, namely er, e2,. . . , e,_, e,, e2,. . . , e,,,l+,, e,, 
re2,...re,“, span a space of dimension mk < nk and hence cannot fill the kth 
column of F, independently. Therefore, d,(A) = 0. H 
THEOREM 3. The ordering < is a partial ordering on the set of partitions 
ofN. 
Proof. We have shown that if CY # /3 then there exists A E XN such that 
za( A) + zP( A). Hence, if 01 < /3 and fi < CY, we may conclude that CY = 0. n 
In terms of our ordering, {lN} is the absolute minimum point. (This 
is Schur’s result again.) It has been conjectured (the permanental domi- 
nance conjecture for immanants) that {NJ is the absolute maximum point. 
Theorem 1 restated simply says that if a! * N then 01’ < cr. Ultimately we are 
interested in simple criteria for deciding whether or not (II < fl for given 
partitions a! and /3. 
Despite the absence of such general criteria, much is known about our 
ordering for small N. The lattice diagrams for N = 2 and N = 3 are the 
following: 
I 
(21 
s, 
(1”) 
The inequalities depicted in the above diagrams are trivial, but, as a matter of 
fact, are also implied by Theorem 1. 
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That our ordering is neither lexicographic ordering nor majorization order- 
ing is implied by the following diagram for Sq: 
(41 
The inequalities {4} > (3,l) > {2,1’} > { 14} are implied by Theorem 1, 
while the inequality (4) > { 22) . 1s implied by the James-Liebeck theorem 
mentioned above. The inequality {2”} > { 2, 12) was discovered by several 
persons working independently. A proof will not be included. 
Perhaps the most important aspect of the above diagram is the indicated 
nonrelationship between (2’) and (3, l} . To demonstrate the nonrelationship 
between a! = {3,1} and p = {22} we need to find matrices A, B E X4 such 
that J@(A) > zO( A) and c?~(B) > a@(B). From the proof of the lemma it is 
clear that the matrix 
1 
A=0 [ 
0 0 0 
11 1 
0 1 1 1 
0  1   
satisfies d,(A) > 0 and d,(A) = 0. Hence, c?~( A) > z@(A). For the reverse 
inequality we let 
1 
B= [ 1 
1 0 0 
1 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 11‘ 1 1 
Reference to character tables for S4 produces the following: 
e e-cycles 3-cycles Double 2-cycles 4-cycles 
X.X 3 1 0 -1 -1 
XP 2 0 -1 2 0 
For the matrix B the 2-cycle sum (the sum of the diagonal products over 
e-cycle permutations) is 2, the S-cycle sum is 0, the double e-cycle sum is one, 
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and the 4-cycle sum is 0. Hence, d,(B) = 3 + 2(l) + O(0) + (-l)(l) + 
(_-l)(O) = 4 and za( B) = $. S’ rmilarly, we can show that d,(B) = 4 and 
d,(B) = 2. So z@(B) < zP( B). Therefore LY and 0 are unrelated. 
For N = 5 the known inequalities are presented in the following: 
{5) 
The inequalities (5) > {4, l} > (3,l’) > (2, 13} > {15} and {3,2} > {22, 1) 
> (15} follow from Theorem 1, while (5) > {3,2} is implied by James-Liebeck 
or by the author’s work [4]. The inequalities {3,2) > (3, 12} and {22, 1) > 
(2, 13} were originally worked out ad hoc but now follow from an as yet 
unpublished theorem of the author’s. 
This diagram is not necessarily complete, for it is still not known whether 
{ 4,l) > { 3,2}. Unfortunately, the scheme used to show that { 221 and { 3, l} 
are unrelated does not work here. (Note that our lemma guarantees us that 
(3,2) > (4,l) is false.) 
As would be expected, there are even more gaps in the N = 6 diagram. 
We have 
161 
The inequalities (6) > (5, l} > {4,1’} > (3, 13} > (2, 14} > { 16}, {4,2} > 
(3,2,1> > {22, 12}, and {23) > {22, 12) follow from Theorem 1. The 
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inequalities (6) > (42) and (6) > {3’} follow from James and Liebeck or 
[4]. That {32} > {23) was communicated to the author by Steve Pierce, who 
used the Merris-Watkins formulas. That {32} > (3,2, l} was reported by G. 
D. James. The remaining inequalities such as {3,2,1} > {3, 13} and {4,2} > 
(4, 12} can be worked out ad hoc, but these also follow from unpublished work 
of the authors. Moreover they have also been reported by G. D. James. 
As with the N = 5 case, the nonrelationships suggested by the diagram 
have not all been verified. Hence the S, diagram presented above cannot be 
regarded as being complete. Examples are needed. 
We now wish to make certain observations that lead to a strengthening of 
Theorem 1. Suppose LY - N. As mentioned previously, in passing from (Y to CY’ 
we remove the last column of dots from (Y’S node diagram and append it to the 
end of the first column. It is natural to ask here why it must be the last 
column. The answer is that it need not. Examining the proof of Theorem 7 
(Theorem 1 in this paper) in [7], we see that one could just as well remove the 
first column and append it to the end of the second column. For example, if 
CY = {7’, 5’) then CY > {S’, 42, 14}, an inequality that cannot be obtained by 
the process of successively moving down the last column. 
This slight extension of Theorem 1 is readily apparent. But we claim that 
even more is true. In fact, if CY’ is obtained from Q via the transformation that 
corresponds to the act of moving any column of o’s node diagram to the end 
of the (then) first column, then we have a! > (Y’. For example, if o = 
(11, 8, 5, 3, 2, l}, then a! is greater than each of {lo, 8, 5, 3, 2, 12}, 
{10,7,5,3,2, 13}, {10,7,4,3,2, 14}, {10,7,4, 22, l’}, and (10, 7,4,2,1’}. We 
recapitulate as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose cx = (cx~, cx2, . . . , a,} is a partition of N such that 
CY~ > 1. Let p denote a positive integer such that p < CY!, let k denote the 
largest positive integer such that (Yk > p, and let 
&’ = {a, - l, (Y2 - 1,. . . , ak - 1, ‘yk+l, . . . , (Y,, lk}. 
Then CY > CY’. 
Instead of thinking in terms of moving a column of dots from o’s node 
diagram to the end of the (then) first column, it is perhaps simpler to think in 
terms of moving dots from the periphery of (Y to the end of the first column. 
The equivalence of this perspective should be clear from the definition of cr’. 
Indeed, in passing from o to Q’ we have simply removed one dot from the end 
of the first k of o’s rows and appended it to the end of the first column. For 
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example, the respective node diagrams for (6,5, 42, 32, 2) and (5,4, 34, 2, 14} 
are 
. . . . . 0 
. . . . a 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
and 
. . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
0 
0 
l 
0 
The large dots are the ones that have been moved. From this perspective 
there are two restrictions: 
(i) if cxi is to be reduced by 1, then oj must also be reduced by 1 for each 
1 < j < i - 1. (Rows cannot be skipped over.) 
(ii) if oi is to be reduced by 1 and oi+l = oi, then OL~+~ must also be 
reduced by 1. (The moving of dots cannot be halted in the middle of a vertical 
column.) 
To prove Theorem 4 we need a strengthened version of Theorem 6 of [7]. 
We will first state this theorem as it appears in [7] and then state the 
strengthened version. To make these statements intelligible we present several 
definitions. 
Given a subgroup H of a finite group G and the character X of H, we 
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define the induced character Xf by first setting h = 0 outside H and then 
writing 
where the multiplication in aXa_ ’ is group-algebra multiplication. Compo- 
nentwise we have 
A’(P) = I H 1 -I oFG A(u-~~-‘u). 
Given a function c : G + e such that c(e) + 0, we normalize c by dividing c 
by c(e), thus obtaining a new function, which we denote by 2. In case h is the 
abovementioned character, we have AT(e) = I G ) / I H I; hence 
iT = ) Cl -’ c uhu-‘. 
Ll 
Given subgroups H and K of G such that H fl K = {e} and characters X 
of H and p of K, we may obtain a character of G by inducing X 8 p, which is 
a character of H @ K up to G. Moreover, we may apply the same process to 
arbitrary functions f : H -+ @S and g : K --t @$, thus obtaining a member of Ge. 
Of course our primary interest is in those cases where G, H, and K are 
various symmetric groups. 
Recall that if b, c E GS, then b < c if Jc( A) 2 zb( A) for each A E XN. 
Equivalently, b < c if (by, Y) < (cY, Y) for each decomposable Y. The 
following is Theorem 6 of [7]. 
THEOREM 5 (Vertical-cutting theorem). Suppose (II = {(Ye, (~a,. . . , a,} is 
a partition of N. Let p and t be positive integers such that t < s, ai > p for 
l<i<t,andpacrjfort<j<s. Let 
a[= {~~,a,+~,a,+~,...,a,} and 
ar = ia1 - P> Q2 - p, . . . ) at - p}. 
Then jj, 2 & where h = (i,, C3 g,,) ‘. 
The “hats” over xa, and x,~ are superflous, so one could just as well have ^ 
written the conclusion of the above as 2, 2 h where X = (x,, @0 x,~)‘. (It is 
enough to normalize at the end of operations.) 
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The name “vertical-cutting theorem” results from thinking in terms of the 
node diagrams that correspond to (Y, CY[, and oy,. The number p specifies 
where (Y’S diagram is to be cut: between the pth and (p + 1)st columns. After 
the cut we have two node diagrams: CY~ on the left, and Q,. on the right. We 
then put the characters x,, and xar together ( xol, @ x,,) and induce back up 
to S,, thereby obtaining a character no larger than our original with respect to 
normalization. 
We will state a matrix version of Theorem 5. If m and n are positive 
integers, then we let Q,,, denote the set of all strictly increasing sequences of 
bngth m each of whose terms is a member of { 1, 2, . . . , rz} . If A = [ uij] is an 
N x N matrix and cp E Q,,,,,,, then A[cp] will denote the m x m principal 
submatrix of A whose (s, t)th term is a,(,) pCt) for each 1 < s, t < m. By A( VP) 
we will mean the (N - m) x (N - m) principal submatrix of A that is 
complementary to A[ ‘p]. 
Our matrix version of Theorem 5 is the following: 
THEOREM 6. Suppose cr = {cY~. (all,. . . , ar,} is a partition of N. Let p and 
t be positive integers such that t < s, oli > p for 1 < i < t, and p > CY~ for 
t <j < s. Let CY~ and CY, be as above, and n = C:,,u, - tp. Then 
for each A E XN, with equality if A is the N x N identity matrix. 
The translation from Theorem 5 to Theorem 6 is purely notational. 
That the “cut” is a simple vertical cut is not essential to the proof of 
Theorem 5. In fact, given (Y ,+ N, we may choose partitions /3 of N - n and y 
of n such that that 0” and yc are complementary subsequences of oC, and 
replace crI and cr, (in the statement of Theorem 5) with fl and y. In the world 
of node diagrams this operation corresponds to the act of separating the 
columns of a! into two nonintersecting groups. 
For example, if a = {6’, 5,3,2,1’), th en by selecting the odd columns of 
(Y’S node diagram we obtain the partition /3 = {33, 2, 13}. The remaining 
columns then give y = {3’, 2,l’). We claim that i, > k where X = 
(L, @ x& 
In general we have the following. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose Q! = (aI, +,. . . , CY,) is a partition of N, and let n 
be a positive integer for which there exist partitions /3 of N - n and y of n such 
that 0” and yc are complementary subsequences of CC. Then 2, 2 i where 
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h = (x6 @ x,)‘. Moreover, for each A E ix;v we have 
with equality ayA is the N x N identity matrix. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 6 of [7] begins with the construction of a 
certain Young tableau 0,. Our purposes require a somewhat different tableau 
than the one presented there. Let i,, i,, . . . , i, be the subsequence of 1, 
2 ,..., t where t = a1 such that /3” = {cY~, or*, . . . , a;,}, and let jr, j,, . . . , j, 
be the sequence complementary to i,, is,. . . , i, with respect to 1, 2,. . , , t. 
Then yc = {cY~, CY;*, . . . , $}. Now form the tableau D, by filling the irst 
column with the integers 1, 2,. . . , a;, the iznd column with c$ + 1, CYST +
2 ,...? crf, + CY& etc., so that columns ir, is, . . . , i, are filled with 1, 2,. . . , N 
- n. The remaining integers, N - n + 1, N - n + 2, . . . , N must then be put 
in columns jr, j,, . . . , j,. The rest of the proof is identical to the proof of 
Theorem 6 of [7l if one identifies p with cyl and y with or. RI 
We need one more result to be able to complete the proof of Theorem 4. 
The following is Theorem 4 of [7]. 
THEOREM 8 (Horizontal cutting theorem). If CY = (al, (Ye,. . . , ap, 1”) is 
a partition of N, and P denotes {(Ye, CY~, . . . , a,}, then 
for each A E XN, with equality if A is the N x N identity matrix. 
Now, suppose CY = {or, 02,. . . , as), 1 ,< p < or, and let k denote the 
largest positive integer such that ok > p. Let fi = (or - 1, cr2 - 1, . . . , ok - 
1, ok+r>. . . 3 %Ir and let CY’ denote {or - 1, C+ - 1, . . . , ak - 1, 
ffk+l> . . . , (Yz, lk}. By Theorem 7 we have 
for each A e XN. But Theorem 8 implies that 
Hence, we have z,J A) 2 zaS( A) for each A E 2,. 
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